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PURPOSE: To establish, classify and prioritize assignments for zone cars that receive 

multiple assignments from the Communications Control Section (CCS). 

 

POLICY: Within the Cleveland Division of Police, CCS shall prioritize assignments using 

a code system.  The code number shall be the assigned priority code established 

at the inception of the call for service and CCS shall assign it. 

 

PROCEDURES: 

 

I. The Four Major Priority Categories are: 
 

A. Priority One: Immediate dispatch due to serious physical harm, serious property 

damage, or a crime in progress. 
 

B. Priority Two: Minimum delay with the potential for serious physical harm, 

serious property damage, or a crime that has just occurred. 
 

C. Priority Three: Intermediate delay, with potential for minor physical harm, minor 

property damage, and/or a crime of this nature in progress or that has just 

occurred.  
 

D. Priority Four: Late dispatch due to a cold crime report, or to check information. 

 

E. The order in which assignments are dispatched does not necessarily reflect the 

priority of the assignment or the order in which it shall be handled.  The priority 

system classifies and prioritizes calls received at CCS.  Calls for service are 

broadcast to zone cars for response. 
 

F. If a zone car officer questions an assigned priority or other police procedure, the 

sector supervisor shall answer the question.  Officers who receive multiple 
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assignments with the same priority shall respond based on good judgement and 

circumstances. 

 

1. Person to person confrontation calls shall receive priority when officers are 

dealing with multiple assignments because these calls are the most 

hazardous to the parties involved and to the responding officer. 

 

2. Crimes against property receive a relatively lower priority over crimes 

against persons.  

 

G. Officers are reminded that a citizen’s call for service takes priority over minor 

on view traffic and parking matters.  In these cases officers are to use their open 

time for enforcement purposes. 

 

II. Officers shall advise their supervisor if they receive multiple priority one assignments 

or if there is doubt about the proper procedures. 

 

III. Handling of Assignments: 
 

A. Officers shall immediately notify the dispatcher of their arrival.  Final 

dispositions shall be brief and precise, and shall promptly be broadcast to the 

dispatcher.  

 

B. Zone car personnel shall maintain contact with CCS at all times. 
 

IV. Supervisors shall: 

 

A. Approve all in-house assignments (court appearances, property runs, etc), 

consider operational needs, and notify CCS. 

 

B. Ensure prompt availability of zone cars after roll call and notify CCS of changes 

in zone car assignments. 

 

C. Reassign the second Priority One call to another car for immediate response if a 

zone car receives multiple priority one assignments. 

 

D. Assist dispatchers with the dispatch of pending Priority Two and lower 

assignments. 
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